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INSTALLATION 

Installation via Magento® Marketplace

For more details about installing custom modules see

http://docs.magento.com/marketplace/user_guide/quick-

tour/install-extension.html

Manual Installation (Installation from a Zip file)

Unpack the extension into Your Magento® 2 Directory 

/app/code folder. See the screenshot below as an example.

Open up command prompt Navigate to Magento® 2 root 

directory and run the following commands: 

sudo –uwww-data bin/magento setup:upgrade

sudo –uwww-data bin/magento cache:clean

For more details about installing custom modules check 

http://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.0
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General Settings
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Enabled

Activate the extension 

License

Add your license key

For each type

Enabled

Activate the type

USE PDF in frontend

You can replace the standard HTML-Print with the PDF.

ATTACH PDF to email

Attach the pdf file in email sent to Customer.

.



Template grid
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You can see all template for all types of documents.

Button Add New Template

To add a new Template, click on the Add New Template 

button.

Is Active

You can disable individual templates.

Is Default

If multiple templates are available for a document type can 

here the template for the automatic generation are 

defined.

.



New Template
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Creating new template from scratch or Import Template.

Download templates, macros and samples.
https://snm-portal.com



Edit Template - General
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Default template

Do you want to use the template for the automatic 

generation, then set it to YES.

Download Name

You can use the Magento® markup language



Edit Template – PDF Template
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Background: Here you can define your background PDF 

template. This template also defines the size of the 

resulting document.

PDF Appendix: Here you can attach a static PDF. This 

could e.g. Your terms and conditions or an advertisement.

Email Options: For automatic sending via e-mail you can 

attach additional static PDF as attachments.



Edit Template – Free Items
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Here you can define any number of absolutely positioned 

outputs.

In the individual areas, you can use the extended language 

range of the Magento® Markup Tags.

You can find an example in the respective sample 

templates and on the extension website.



Edit Template – Table and Text
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Before the main table with the invoice data you can place a 

text before and after.

For example, information on tax issues, shipping 

information or also payment instructions.



Edit Template – Table and Text
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The column display of sales documents is subject to a fixed 

structure in Magento®.

This can be done with the option "Use Custom Columns" 

with "NO".

If you want a different order, then use the option with "Yes"



Edit Template – Table and Text
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You can also choose between "Standard" and "Custom" for 

the summary.

Use Default Tax Renderer

Use Default Tax Renderer "Yes" uses the default definitions 

from the Magento® configuration.

Display Full Tax Summary

If you would like to see a summary of the total taxes for 

different control values, select "YES".

Display Tax Total

If you want to output the total taxes only for several tax 

rates then choose the option "Only at different"



Edit Template – Block Templates
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In order to have direct access to PHP, the block templates 

were introduced in pdfPRINT M2. These are equivalent to 

the Magento® templates (.phtml) files.

However, you can define and customize each entry.

Thus, special and complex tasks can be easily 

implemented.

However, knowledge of Magento® programming should 

be available.



Edit Template – CSS Styles
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In the Style area, you can define the page margins for page 

1 and for all other pages.

Furthermore, the CSS definition of the HTML output can be 

adapted here.

The HTML output can be output to a log file under 

"General" to view the structure.



Edit Template – Translation
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Often one is not satisfied with the standard translation in the 

generated documents.

Then you can define a template specific translation here.

Is RegEx

The text should be considered a "regular expression"

Stop

If a hit has been stopped, the next processing of the translation 

(from top to bottom) is stopped.

Use in Label

Only apply in a label / column heading

Use in Value

Only apply in a value

Comment

For your information



Edit Template – Export
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You can save the template as a text file, for example. In 

another project.



Edit Template – Export
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In the respective documents, you can see your stored 

templates for the respective type under "Print" and can 

create the output in different layouts.

So it is conceivable in an order to create the output as an 

"offer".



Extended Magento® Markup Tags

In addition to the standard directives for sequence control, we added additional markup tags.

{{snm_when <ausdruck>}} {{snm_otherwise}} {{/snm_when}}

{{snm_when helper.isShippingNeqBillingAddress() }}

{{if helper.neq(shippingaddress.country_id,'DE') }}

{{var shippingaddress.country}}

{{/if}}

{{snm_otherwise}}

Siehe Rechnungsadresse

{{/snm_when}}

{{snm_set <name>}} Text {{/snm_set}}

{{snm_set X32 }}

Name is: {{var first_name}} {{var last_name}}

{{/snm_set}}

{{var X32}} und {{var X32}}
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Magento® Helper/Variablen/Code Snippets

The currently available variables, the description of the pdfPRINT helper 

methods, the template example and many code snippets can be found 

on the extension website
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CSS/ Font / RTL Support

To use your own font, you can add a TTF font.

To do this, copy the font type to / app / code / 

Snmportal / Pdfprint / media / fonts.

Then you can define the font in the CSS area.

For languages with right to left, use the "rtl" class or its 

own.

You can also store larger fonts, which contain all 

required languages. Font substitution takes only the 

required characters and the generated PDF is relatively 

small.
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Thank you!

Should you have any questions or feature 

suggestions, please contact us at:

Contact page : contact

Email: support@snm-portal.com

Website: snm-portal.com

SNM-Portal Team
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https://snm-portalcom/contacts
mailto:support@snm-portal.com
https://snm-portal.com/

